Centrifuge Token Executive Summary
Abstract
The Centrifuge Token Model powers Centrifuge, providing the framework needed to run the
platform without reliance on a single point of failure, including the Centrifuge team or
company, and to accelerate its utility. To accomplish this, Centrifuge leverages the
cryptoeconomic primitives of a native token called the Centrifuge Token (CFG), a
Nominated-Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm that employs Centrifuge to stake value,
rewards for Centrifuge adoption, and an on-chain governance mechanism that empowers
Centrifuge holders to guide the development of Centrifuge.

CFG Economics
Value
As the utility of Centrifuge grows, the Centrifuge token will capture the growing value provided
to users of the network through each of the utilities described below. This value is primarily
captured in the use of CFG for transaction fees, and additionally through its importance in
Governance of the network.

Token Supply
Minting Mechanisms
The token supply of CFG will increase in the short term as it is minted in order to pay for chain
security, as well as to reward Centrifuge adoption. The current yearly mint rate of the token to
reward and incentivize chain security through native Validators and Nominators is 3% of the
current token supply. Additionally, tokens are minted in order to reward participation in Tinlake
pools by both Asset Originators and Investors. Governance will re-evaluate these reward rates
on a regular basis, adjusting the mint rate down as the inherent utility of the network becomes
sufficient to draw in users.
Burning Mechanisms
A portion of the transaction fees will be burned at a rate set by on-chain governance. As
network growth slows in the long-term, this burning mechanism will eventually serve to balance
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the total supply of the token over time, and allow token holders to control inflation of the value
of the token.

Centrifuge Distribution
Current Snapshot, 425M CFG
The initial Centrifuge Token Generation Event was executed by the Centrifuge Network
Foundation. The initial distribution created 400,000,000 CFG, which was distributed to the
Foundation and initial contributors, including; the core team, investors, and validators. Since
genesis, roughly 25 million additional tokens have been minted as rewards for adoption.

As of April 2021

Token distribution mechanisms to our users
In addition to the genesis distribution, Centrifuge tokens are minted in order to incentivize the
critical functions of the network, accelerate adoption, and distribute the token to core users.
Rewards are distributed to users that bring assets onto the platform, provide liquidity, and
secure Centrifuge Chain itself. These rewards create an additional incentive on top of fees for
entities to perform critical network functions, and to perform them early on. In addition, the
burning mechanism will allow the chain to maintain a stable supply of the token over time.
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The distribution of CFG to key contributors and core users of Centrifuge will grow the
community, incentivize contributions, and accelerate adoption. This wide token distribution is
core to the decentralization of Centrifuge.

Anticipated Unlock Schedule
Most Centrifuge tokens have long-term lockups. Core contributors and initial backers unlock
linearly per month for 1 year starting July 2021. The core team members have 48 month
lock-ups when they join, with a 12-month cliff. Rewards that have been distributed have no
lock-ups.

*Unlock schedule is based on estimates and anticipated future distribution events and is subject to
change

An additional 3% of CFG tokens are expected to be minted each year as PoS block rewards,
DOT lock rewards, and liquidity rewards. However, the burned transaction fees will stabilize the
total supply of CFG tokens over time.

Centrifuge Utility
Centrifuge is more than a traditional network token. Because basic functionality is delegated to
Polkadot, the CFG token can be used for Centrifuge-specific utility. CFG functions differently,
and is used for both standard network functions such as chain security and transaction fees - as
well as unique utility including on-chain governance. Users have incentives to participate in the
network through Centrifuge token rewards. As a result, the users of Centrifuge are directly
empowered to operate, control, and gain value from the platform.
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Governance
CFG holders participate in governance through on-chain voting. Token holders have the ability
to make decisions to upgrade the chain, including to add new functionality, or amend the fee
structure. This includes control over how the chain implements the Tinlake functionality such as
risk models, liquidity provision, and reputation for participating entities.

Transaction Fees
Transaction fees are paid in CFG by users for: anchors, NFT minting, Tinlake financing
transactions, and many more functionalities to come. A percentage of transaction fees will be
distributed to collator nodes, and the remainder will be burned at a rate set by on-chain
governance.

Rewards for Centrifuge Adoption
Users of Centrifuge are incentivized to provide value to the platform through CFG rewards.
“Liquidity Mining” rewards incentivize users to provide liquidity to Tinlake pools. Additional
rewards will also incentivize Asset Originators and Underwriters, and will encourage a
decentralized network of participants in Centrifuge Tinlake. These rewards are temporary, with
a capped allotment of tokens up to the decision of on-chain governance, in order to kick-start
network growth and subsidize liquidity.

Chain Security
Users pay fees for transactions in CFG. Collators, transaction aggregators for the Polkadot relay
chain, receive a fraction of the fees for performing the work to execute the transaction itself as
well as storage of chain data. These fees, together with an NPoS staking and CFG reward
mechanism, incentivize an honest and distributed set of collators providing the censorship
resistance needed for the network to function. The remaining CFG fees are burned at a rate set
by on-chain governance.
The larger part of chain security will come from the Polkadot Relay Chain through the
acquisition of a Parachain slot by locking DOTs, Polkadot’s native token. To secure the DOTs
necessary to bid on a Parachain slot, Centrifuge will use a constant CFG auction mechanism.
The use of the Polkadot Relay Chain for security will result in a higher security for Centrifuge at
a lower cost than a Centrifuge-native set of independent validators. This allows those CFG to
instead be used to incentivize users to provide liquidity to the Tinlake Pools running on
Centrifuge.

Learn More
Centrifuge Chain Documentation
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https://developer.centrifuge.io/chain/overview/introduction/
Centrifuge Chain Portal
https://portal.chain.centrifuge.io/#/explorer
Centrifuge Community Forum
https://gov.centrifuge.io/
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